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FISHING SHELTERS (AKROTIRI FISHING SHELTER) (DECLARATION) ORDER 2011

The Administrator makes the following Order in exercise of the power under section 3 of the Fishing Shelters Ordinance 2011(a).

Citation and commencement

1. This Order may be cited as the Fishing Shelters (Akrotiri Fishing Shelter) (Declaration) Order 2011 and comes into force on 3 December 2011.

Declaration of fishing shelter

2. (1) The land and sea area specified in paragraph (2) is designated as a fishing shelter known as “Akrotiri Fishing Shelter”.

(2) The land and sea area specified is the whole sea and land area set out within plot 1 on sheet/plan 58/46 and 58/54 in the village of Akritori within the line shown in black on the copy of sheet/plan 58/46 and 58/54 signed by the Area Officer Akrotiri and marked with map reference AO/FSAK/01 available for inspection at the Area Office Akrotiri during normal office hours.

Dated this 24th day of November 2011.

By the Administrator’s Command,

J. S. Wright,
Chief Officer,

(SBA/AG/2/MI/443/1) Sovereign Base Areas.

Notes
(a) Ordinance 21/11.
EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note does not form part of the Order)

1. This explanatory note relates to the Fishing Shelters (Akrotiri Fishing Shelter) (Declaration) Order 2011 (the “Order”). It has been prepared by the Office of the Attorney General and Legal Adviser in order to assist the reader of the Order. It does not form part of the Order.

2. The Order is made under section 3 of the Fishing Shelters Ordinance 2011 (the “Ordinance”).

3. An order may be made under section 3 of the Ordinance declaring any place to be a fishing shelter. That place is then regulated by regulations made under the Ordinance. Those regulations relate to matters such as use of the fishing shelter (generally restricted to use by fishing vessels), speed limits, use of vehicles within the land area of the fishing shelter, loading and unloading of vessels and swimming in or near the fishing shelter.
The Administrator makes the following Regulations in exercise of his powers under section 4 of the Fishing Shelters Ordinance 2011(a).

**Citation and commencement**

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Fishing Shelters (Regulation, Management and Operation) (Amendment) Regulations 2011 and come into force on 3 December 2011.

**Amendment of Fishing Shelters (Regulation, Management and Operation) Regulations 2006**

2. The Fishing Shelters (Regulation, Management and Operation) Regulations 2006(b) are amended by inserting after regulation 2 the following new regulation—

   **“Delegation of functions to the Republic”**

   2A. (1) Subject to paragraph (2), for the purposes of the Delegation of Functions to the Republic Ordinance 2007(c), any function placed by these Regulations on the Fiscal Officer is a general delegated function.

   (2) Paragraph (1) does not apply to the functions under regulation 12.”

Dated this 24th day of November 2011.

By the Administrator’s Command,

J. S. Wright,

Chief Officer,

Sovereign Base Areas.

---

**Notes**

(a) Ordinance 21/11.
(b) PI 58/06.
(c) Ordinance 17/07.
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